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Introduction
In molecular crystals, if the necessary donor and acceptor groups are available, packing is usually directed by hydrogen bonding. Where several H-bonding functionalities are present, it is even possible to quantify the propensity for polymorphism based on different combinations of hydrogen bonds. 1 Hydrogen bonds are, however, quite sensitive to pressure, both in geometry and energy, and the aim of this paper is to explore whether pressure can be used to modify the hierarchy of intermolecular interactions in a crystal structure, changing a hydrogen bond from a highly stabilising interaction into a destabilising one.
The sensitivity of H-bond geometry to pressure can be illustrated by L-alanine, where an intermolecular NH…O H-bond was seen to compress from 1.861(3) Å to 1.69(2) Å at 13.6 GPa. 2 This is the highest pressure for which structural data are available for an organic compound of any complexity, but even at this pressure the NH…O distance is not without precedent at 1 atm. In fact this is more generally the case in compressed structures: 'super-short' H-bonds have not been observed in organic crystal structures at least up to about 10
GPa. In early work this was taken to imply that as an H-bond is compressed the intermolecular interaction in question is driven into a repulsive region of its potential, and that as this point is approached the structure transforms to a different phase where the built-up strain is alleviated.
While relief of strain is a neat paradigm for explaining high pressure transitions in organic solids, when PIXEL packing energy calculations [3] [4] [5] [6] were carried out on compressed structures it soon became evident that the situation is more complicated. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] In some cases, such as the phase transition from salicylaldoxime-I to II at 5 GPa, 9 the calculations supported the relief-of-strain model. In most other cases they did not, with some Hbonds, e.g. those in serine, 10 actually becoming more stable as they were compressed. In these cases, the need to pack space efficiently, and minimise free energy via the pressure x volume (pΔV) term, was identified as the driving force for the phase transitions.
Phase stability is determined by free energy, of which internal intermolecular bond energies form just one component. Lattice energies may become smaller in magnitude after a transition provided the other terms, pΔV and TΔS, make up the difference. The serine-I to II phase transition 10 and the formation of salicylamide-II at 0.2 GPa 8 are two examples where this has been demonstrated. Clearly, kinetic factors are also important:
in order for one phase to transform to another there has to be a suitable low energy pathway for the transition to occur. It should therefore be possible to 'trap' an unusually short, possibly repulsive, H-bond in a compressed crystal structure, though this has so far not been demonstrated in the organic solid state.
A suitable system for generating a 'repulsive H-bond' using pressure is one where the H-bonding is quite weak before any compression takes place. The weakest conventional H-bonds are those where the H-bond acceptor and donor atoms are both nitrogen. The NH…N hydrogen bond energy in ammonia, for example, has been estimated to be around 10 kJ mol -1 , 12 which compares to OH…O energies of 20-40 kJ mol -1 in phenols and carboxylic acids. 6 The amines are therefore ideal systems to control the extent of stabilisation provided by H-bonding, and in this paper we report the effects of pressure on the crystal structure of aniline (Ph-NH 2 ).
In addition to reporting crystal structures of aniline at high pressure, we will attempt to quantify the thermodynamic factors responsible for the formation of the different crystalline phases identified. When a material is crystallised the phase obtained often depends on the precise conditions employed, and explaining why a specific form is obtained under a given set of conditions is an important problem in crystal engineering.
It is also a highly complex question in many practical crystal growth experiments. For example, modelling polymorphism resulting from growth from different solvents is notoriously difficult, depending on nucleation kinetics as well as thermodynamics. Modelling phase formation at high pressure is a more tractable problem because in varying the pressure we vary a well defined thermodynamic variable.
Aniline (mpt. 267 K) is a liquid under normal conditions, and it was crystallised directly from the liquid state directly by application of pressure. Some other recent experiments involving in situ pressure-induced crystallisation include pyridine, nitric acid, sulfuric acid monohydrate and 1,2,3-trichloropropane and solutions which include leucine, and hydrates of sodium sulphate. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] One crystal structure of aniline is available on the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD, Refcode: BAZGOY). 19 The crystal was grown at 252 
Experimental

Sample preparation
High-pressure and low-temperature, single-crystal X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out using aniline-h 7 obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Neutron powder diffraction measurements were carried out using aniline-d 7 obtained from CDN isotopes. Both samples were used as supplied.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction study at ambient pressure and 100 K
A sealed glass capillary (o.d. 0.12 mm) containing aniline-h 7 was mounted on a Bruker three-circle Apex II diffractometer equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems low-temperature device. The sample was first supercooled to 257 K, 10 K below the melting point, and then flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen to yield a polycrystalline mass. An OHCD Laser Assisted Crystal Growth Device was then used to obtain a single crystal using Boese's zone-melting method. 24 Data collections were carried out at 100 K using Mo-K radiation. The data were integrated with SAINT and corrected for absorption using SADABS. 25, 26 The structure was solved using direct methods (SIR92). 27 Refinements were performed against F 2 in CRYSTALS. 28 Hydrogen atoms attached to carbon were placed in ideal positions after each cycle of refinement. Hydrogen atoms forming the amino group were refined subject to similarity restraints placed on the N-H distances and HNH and CNH angles. Towards the end of refinement, twinning via a two-fold rotation about the [001] direction was detected using the ROTAX procedure. 29 The twin law, expressed as a matrix, is
and the twin scale factor refined to 0.0135 (8) . Though the scale is very close to zero, inclusion of twinning in the model reduced R 1 (all data) from 5.1 to 4.6%, and so twinning was retained in the final model. Structure solution and refinement indicated that the sample had crystallised into the previously known monoclinic phase (CSD refcode BAZGOY), aniline-I. Crystal and refinement data at 100 K are listed in Table 1 .
Crystallographic information files (cifs) for this and other structures reported herein are available from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre by quoting codes CCDC893032 -893037.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction study at 0.8 GPa and room temperature
Aniline-h 7 was loaded into a Merrill-Bassett diamond anvil cell (opening angle 80°), equipped with BoehlerAlmax cut diamonds with 600 μm cutlets, a tungsten gasket and tungsten carbide backing plates. 30, 31 A ruby chip was also loaded in the sample chamber so that the pressure could be measured using the ruby fluorescence method. 32 The pressure was slowly increased while monitoring the appearance of the sample with a polarising microscope. Crystallisation to a polycrystalline mass occurred at 0.8 GPa. The cell was then heated until only one crystallite remained. The cell was then allowed to cool slowly, causing the crystal to grow until it filled the sample chamber (ca. 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.05 mm). Images of the crystal growth starting from a single crystallite are shown in Figure 1a . X-ray diffraction data were collected with Mo-Kα radiation on an Agilent Technologies SuperNova diffractometer. Data were integrated and corrected for absorption using CrysAlisPro 33 then merged with SORTAV. 34 Data collections were carried out at room-temperature and a pressure of 0.8 GPa and then at 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3 GPa. Structure solution and refinement indicated that the sample had crystallised into a previously unknown orthorhombic phase, hereafter designated 'aniline-II'. The data were used in the 'XN' refinement against both X-ray and neutron diffraction data described below.
High-pressure neutron powder diffraction experiments
Aniline-d 7 was mixed in 4:1 volume ratio with a 4:1 mixture of deuterated methanol and ethanol; the alcohols were included to act as a hydrostatic medium during compression. The mixture was loaded into a TiZr sample gasket along with SiO 2 wool, which provided multiple nucleation sites, and polycrystalline CaF 2 as a pressure marker. 35 Pressure was applied with a V3-type Paris-Edinburgh press equipped with high-transmission zirconia-toughened alumina anvils. Fluorite (CaF 2 ) was used as a pressure marker because its diffraction peaks suffered from less overlap with those predicted for aniline than other common (and softer) markers such as NaCl or Pb. Pressures were calculated from the refined lattice parameter of CaF 2 using a third-order Neutron powder data were collected using the time-of-flight technique on the PEARL beamline at the ISIS spallation source. 37, 38 Pressure was applied to the sample, which had crystallised into orthorhombic phase-II at 3 , respectively. The crystal structure of aniline-II was jointly refined against both data sets using the program TOPAS Academic version 5 . 39 The refinement model consisted of a Z-matrix description of the aniline molecules where the C 6 H 5 N moiety was constrained to have mirror symmetry with respect to the N…C para axis; distances and angles within this fragment were constrained to be equal for both molecules in the asymmetric unit. Separate parameters were assigned to the four H-N1-C1-C2/6 torsion angles involving the amine groups; the N-atoms were also allowed to move out of the plane of the phenyl ring, but the phenyl rings were constrained to be planar. All C-H and N-H bond distances were respectively constrained to be equal. A parameter representing the difference between bond distances involving H in X-ray and D in neutron models refined to 0.099(9) Å. The position and orientation of the molecules were assumed to be the same for both data sets. For the X-ray model all non-H atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters and a common isotropic displacement parameter was refined for the H-atoms. For the neutron data, common isotropic displacement parameters were refined for the non-D atoms in each of the two molecules, the displacement parameters of the D-atoms were set equal to 1.2 x or 1.5 x the displacement parameter of the parent C or N atom. The weighting schemes applied to the X-ray and neutron data sets were respectively scaled by 0.944 and 1.850 so that each data set yielded a goodness of fit near unity.
Also included in the neutron powder pattern models were CaF 2 (the pressure marker) and Al 2 O 3 and t-ZrO 2 (components of the Paris-Edinburgh cell anvil cores).
The refinement model of aniline at this stage was used to validate periodic DFT structure optimisations using the BLYP exchange-correlation functional (see below). For consistency with the other refinements reported here, in the final stages of refinement restraints (described below) derived from the DFT calculations were also applied to the XN refinement. This increased the weighted residual factor from 11.4 to 11.7% for the Xray data set and 4.126 to 4.137% for the neutron data set. Final crystal and refinement data at 0.84 GPa are listed in Table 1 .
Refinements Against Neutron Powder Diffraction Data
Neutron powder diffraction data are available for phase-I at 0.84 GPa and phase-II at 7.3 GPa. The parameters used to define the refinement models were the same as described for the XN refinement above. In the initial
stages of Rietveld refinement only the unit cell dimensions and the molecular positional and orientation parameters were refined. This approximate model was then optimised by periodic DFT using the BLYP functional. The DFT-optimised parameters were then incorporated into the Rietveld refinement as restraints (see below), and all parameters, including internal bond distances, angles and torsions and molecular position and orientation parameters, were allowed to refine.
Data are also available from the mixture of phases I and II obtained at 0.35 GPa on decompression of phase-II from 7.3 GPa. These data were modelled in the same way as described for the other data sets except that the structural, positional and orientation parameters were held fixed at the values obtained at 0.84 GPa to reduce the number of parameters being refined.
Crystal and refinement data for all refinements are listed in Table 1 Table 1 . Crystal and refinement data for aniline-I and -II at different pressures.
In order to obtain an overview of the path of compression of phase-II, all neutron powder data sets were modelled together in a single refinement. Distance, angle and torsion parameters were held fixed to those obtained in the XN refinement at 0.84 GPa. The positions and orientations of the molecules were refined subject to DFT-derived restraints. Isotropic displacement parameters were set equal to the parametric equation
Pressure where B 0 and B 1 were allowed to refine. The result is available in Quicktime movie format in the supplementary material.
DFT calculations
Geometry optimisations were performed by periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) using the DMOL 3 code 40 as part of the Materials Studio modelling suite. 41 The DNP numerical basis set 42 was used in combination with the BLYP functional. 43, 44 The unit cell dimensions were held fixed at the values obtained in the Rietveld refinements of the neutron powder diffraction data described above, and coordinates were allowed to optimise. Convergence was defined when the maximum changes in total energy, displacement and gradient were 10 . Vibrational frequencies were calculated at the Γ-point only; all calculated frequencies were real.
The DFT-optimised structures were used to formulate restraints which were then applied to the Rietveld refinements. In order to ensure that these restraints were consistent with the refinement constraints (e.g. mirror symmetry, planar phenyl rings etc), ideal single crystal X-ray diffraction data were calculated (XPREP) 46 from the DFT-optimised structures and the constrained model refined against these 'data'. The bond distance, angle, torsion, position and orientation parameters of the Rietveld refinements were restrained to the values obtained. The 'esds' applied to the restraints, which determine their weights, were 0.01 Å for bond distances, 1° for bond angles, 2° for torsions, 0.01 for fractional coordinates and 2° for the rotational angles used to code for molecular orientation.
PIXEL calculations
The molecular electron densities in the crystal structures of phase I at 100 K and 0.84 GPa and phase II at 0.84 and 7.3 GPa at room temperature were calculated using the program GAUSSIAN09 47 with the MP2/6-31G** basis set. The electron density was used to evaluate packing energies using the PIXEL method 3-5 as implemented in the program OPiX. 48 
Other programs used
Searches of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) used ConQuest v1.14, with database updates up to May 2012. 49, 50 Crystal structures were visualised using Mercury CSD 2.3 51 and Diamond. 52 INS spectra were visualised with ACLIMAX; 53 the experimental INS spectrum of aniline was taken from the database available via the TOSCA instrument website at the ISIS facility (http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/instruments/tosca/insdatabase/ins-database9060.html). The bulk modulus of aniline-II was calculated using EOSFIT. 54 Geometric calculations were accomplished in PLATON. 55 Hirshfeld surface calculations were carried out with
CrystalExplorer version 3.
56
Results
Phase I
Aniline-I is was obtained by cooling the liquid at ambient pressure, and its structure was determined from a twinned crystal using X-ray diffraction at 100 K. The structure of this phase at 252 K has been previously reported by Fukuyo et al. (CSD refcode BAZGOY). 19 It is monoclinic (P2 1 /c) with two molecules in the asymmetric unit. The numbering scheme for one of the molecules (#1) in the asymmetric unit is shown in Table 2 ).
The molecule…molecule energies of these interactions calculated by the PIXEL method are both around -21 Table 2 .
The combination of the NH…π contacts and NH…N H-bonds build double chains which run along c ( Figure   4a ). Lattice repeats along b generate layers in which the phenyl groups of neighbouring chains interact via CH…π (8 kJ mol -1 ) and off-set stacking (12 kJ mol -1 ) interactions ( Table 2 , Figure 3c ). The layers are stacked along a, and a molecule in one layer interacts with a symmetry equivalent of itself generated by inversion centres or 2 1 screw axes in the layer above. H31 and H32 are directed into a groove on the surface of the layers above and below making dispersion-dominated interactions with three molecules with energies in the range Figure 3c) showing off-set stacking (vertical) and CH… contacts (horizontal). Note the alignment of the white zero-potential regions where the molecules in the centre of part b interact by an off-set stacking contact.
Hirshfeld surfaces 59, 60 coloured according to electrostatic potential 61 ( Figure 5 ) illustrate the electrostatic complementarity of the interactions described above. The strength of the NH…π contacts (running horizontally in Figure 5a ) correlates with the large red (negative) and blue (positive) area in contact. The long off-set distances in the stacking contacts within the layers (running vertically in Figure 5b ) correspond to alignment of the white zero electrostatic potential regions in the contacting molecules.
The structure of phase I has been determined at ambient pressure and 100 K and at 0. Figure 3c ).
Intermolecular interaction energies are similar to those at 100 K. There was no statistically significant difference in the conformation or orientation of the amino group to that observed at 100 K.
Phase II
Aniline crystallises into phase-II on compression of the liquid to 0.8 GPa, though a sample of phase-II remains as a solid down to pressures to ca 0.3 GPa, and the higher crystallisation pressure may be the pressure equivalent of super-cooling.
The structure of phase-II at 0.84 GPa was determined in a joint refinement against X-ray single crystal data on aniline-h 7 and neutron powder data on aniline-d 7 . The space group is Pna2 1 , and, like phase I, the structure In the top row of molecules in Figure 6 ('row 4') images of molecules of type #2 in phase-I generated by inversion or 2 1 operations lie on top of molecules of type #1 in phase-II generated by 2 1 or n glides. Pairs of molecules are therefore mirror images of each other and the superposition fails. Superimposition is again attained after four layers (in rows 9 and 10, not shown in Figure 6 ). 
The effect of pressure on Phase-II
The crystal structure of aniline-II at 0.84 GPa is shown in Figure 4b , with the corresponding Rietveld fit in (Figure 1b ) and 0.27 GPa was the lowest pressure at which data could be collected.
At this pressure, however, the diffraction pattern was of poor quality and could not be indexed.
The behaviour of the powder sample was different. Neutron powder diffraction data collected on decompression showed that the sample remained in phase-II until 0.6 GPa. The cell dimensions on decompression followed the same trend as they did on compression, showing no evidence of hysteresis ( Figure 7 ). The powder pattern obtained at 0.35 GPa shows two weak diagnostic peaks at d = 3.75 and 3.95 Å (indicated with arrows in Figure 2c ), indicating that at this pressure the sample had become a mixture of phase I and II. Rietveld refinement indicates that the phases are present in approximately equal quantities. Crystal and refinement data are given in Table 1 , but it is notable that the volume of phase-II is slightly higher were used in the two studies.
Further decompression of the powder sample to 0.3 GPa induced melting or dissolution in the hydrostatic medium. When pressure was reapplied a pattern was obtained at 0.65 GPa corresponding to pure phase-I. The Å, c=8.2274(5) Å and β=100.962(9)°. Further phase I diffraction patterns were then collected at 0.84 ( Figure   2d ) and 1.04 GPa. The structure derived from the 0.84 GPa data set is described above, but there was no evidence for phase II even at 1.04 GPa.
Validation of theoretical methods
The experimental structures were interpreted with the aid of periodic DFT calculations. When the coordinates obtained at 100 K were optimised with the BLYP functional the root-mean-square deviation of the optimised and experimental non-hydrogen coordinates calculated over a cluster of 15 molecules was 0.087 Å. When a similar procedure was applied to the results of the XN refinement of phase-II at 0.84 GPa the root-meansquare deviation for all atoms was 0.074 Å.
This close agreement is consistent with a recent bench-marking study of the performance of periodic DFT in reproducing molecular crystal structures. 65 Periodic DFT calculations have also been shown to reproduce within 1-2% the unit cell parameters of a variety of simple organic molecular crystal structures. 66 These findings show that structures optimised by DFT can be used as a source of restraints in crystal structure refinements either against powder data or high-pressure single-crystal data suffering from low completeness as a result of shading of reciprocal space by the body of the pressure cell. In many high-pressure structure refinements molecular geometry is restrained to be the same as that in a high-resolution ambient pressure structure determination. Here, the refinements were restrained using structural parameters optimised by periodic DFT which has the advantage that it is not necessary to assume that bond distances and angles are unaffected by pressure. When the DFT-optimised fractional coordinates were applied to the XN refinement as restraints the RMS fit parameters described above changed to 0.065 Å.
The results of a DFT vibrational frequency calculation were used to simulate the inelastic neutron scattering spectrum of aniline-I, and the results are compared with the experimental spectrum 67 in Figure S1 in the supplementary material. The agreement, particularly in the envelope of bands at low frequency, gives us confidence in using such calculations to investigate the thermodynamic properties of aniline under different conditions.
PIXEL calculations yield a total packing energy and a breakdown into component intermolecular interactions.
Each interaction energy is further broken down into its Coulombic (electrostatic), polarisation, dispersion and repulsion contributions. These features make such calculations extremely attractive for interpreting crystal packing and investigating the thermodynamic driving forces for phase transitions. Gavezzotti has demonstrated that the PIXEL method can reproduce experimental sublimation enthalpies satisfactorily for 172 organic compounds. 6 The results of PIXEL calculations also compare well with more elaborate quantum mechanical calculations. 68 For aniline itself, we estimate the sublimation enthalpy to be 67 (4) between the two estimates of the lattice energy is that the gas-phase geometry differs from that in the solid state in the orientation of the amino group, something not taken into account in the PIXEL calculation. By allowing the geometry of the gas-phase molecule to relax using DFT/BLYP calculations we estimate that the energy of this rearrangement is 3.5 kJ mol -1 , giving a combined calculated lattice energy of 75.4 kJ mol -1 in good agreement with the experimental value.
Discussion
Hydrogen Bonds
Previous work on the effect of pressure on organic solids has shown that though the lengths of hydrogen bonds are sensitive to pressure, distances are not reduced to beyond the limit for similar contacts in ambient- 
The Phase II → I Transition Pressure
Aniline-I can be reproducibly grown at ambient pressure by cooling from the liquid. The lack of any further anomaly in heat capacity measurements 69 suggests that this phase remains the thermodynamically stable form down to 2 K. Crystallisation of aniline at 0.8 GPa reproducibly yields phase-II, and above this pressure phase-II is the thermodynamically stable form. A partial transformation from phase-II to phase-I was observed on decompression of phase-II in the powder experiments at 0.35 GPa.
Ultrasonic measurements 21 and decompression of solid aniline indicates that its freezing pressure is around 0.2
GPa, but crystallisation from the liquid phase was never observed below 0.65 GPa. In the neutron powder experiment a sample of phase-I was obtained by relatively rapid compression of the melt to 0.65 GPa in order to avoid possible loss of fluid at very low loads. This suggests that the transition pressure lies between 0.65 and 0.8 GPa, but the history of the sample makes it possible that seeds of phase-I were present, and the conclusion to be drawn from this observation is less definitive than it might appear.
Though the structures of phases I and II are similar, the reorientation of the molecules which occurs during the transition appears to be reconstructive, and phases I and II can also exhibit metastability. The sample of phase-I grown at 0.65 GPa did not transform to phase-II even at 1.04 GPa, while a single crystal of phase-II did not transform to phase-I on decompression.
All of this makes definition of the exact cross-over point in the stabilities of the two phases rather difficult to define. It lies somewhere between 0.35 and 0.8 GPa, but the results do not enable us to be more precise than this.
Thermodynamic analysis
The difference between the phases is evidently rather subtle, so why should one form be stable at low temperature and the other stable at high pressure?
In this study the structures of both phases I and II were obtained at 0.84 GPa and 0.35 GPa, and this enables modelling of the stabilities of the two phases under both sets of conditions. The relative stability of the two phases is determined by Gibbs free energy, G = U + PV -TS, where the symbols have their usual thermodynamic meanings. Hudson and co-workers 71 have emphasised the importance of additionally considering the effect of temperature and zero point energy as corrections to the internal energy U. The various contributing terms were calculated using the results of the DFT total energy and vibrational frequency calculations, and the results summarised in The entropy, thermal (H vib ) and zero point energy contributions to the free energy can be calculated from the vibrational frequencies. The calculations were carried out within the harmonic approximation and only at the gamma point of reciprocal space. The use of these approximations can be justified to some extent by the fact that we are interested in energy differences between two very similar structures rather than absolute values.
The frequencies which contribute most to the entropy and thermal energy terms lie at low frequencies. Overall it can be seen that phase-II has a very slight free energy advantage (-0.71 kJ mol -1 ) at 0.84 GPa. The terms which are responsible for this are the entropy and ZPE which favour structures with weaker more deformable interactions, and the pV term, arising from the smaller unit cell volume and more efficient packing of phase-II. As the pressure decreases, the free energy difference between phases I and II approaches zero, and at 0.35 GPa a mixture of phases was observed. The contribution from the PV term changes the most, favouring phase-I at 0.35 GPa because the volume of this phase is now slightly smaller than that of phase-II.
The results presented are the result of making several assumptions and then taking differences between large numbers (Table 3) , and they should be viewed as giving insight into the factors governing the stabilities of the two phases under different conditions rather than a definitive statement of free energy differences. This said, they indicate that although aniline-I and II are structurally very similar, the greater compressibility of phase-II lends it higher stability than phase-I at elevated pressures. The pressure x volume term is very important in determining the stability of high pressure phases, becoming ever more important as pressure increases.
Although it is usually found to be the dominant factor at high pressure other energy terms can be important.
For example, in the transition from salicylaldoxime phase-I to II at 5 GPa, 9 the driving force of the transition was relief of strain built-up in H-bonding and stacking interactions rather than volume reduction. Another example is provided by salicylamide, 8 in which a high-pressure form grown at 0.2 GPa has entropy as the most important stabilising term.
Conclusions
Two crystalline phases of aniline have been investigated by a combination of single crystal X-ray diffraction data on aniline-h 7 and neutron powder diffraction data on aniline-d 7 . Phase I, which is formed on cooling the liquid at ambient pressure is monoclinic (P2 1 /c) and contains two molecules in the asymmetric unit. Phase-II was crystallised at 0.8 GPa and structurally characterised at pressures up to 7.3 GPa. It is orthorhombic (Pna2 1 ), but with metrically similar unit cell lengths to phase-I; it also has two molecules in the asymmetric unit. Modelling of the high-pressure powder diffraction data was greatly facilitated by incorporating results of DFT geometry optimisations into the refinement in the form of restraints.
In both phases the amino group is displaced by a little over 0. DFT calculations show that phase II is favoured over phase-I at 0.84 GPa by its smaller volume and lower vibrational frequencies, which lead to advantages in entropy and zero point energy. The volume of phase-II becomes larger than that of phase-I at 0.35 GPa; differences in other energy terms either stay the same or diminish, and overall the free energies of phases I and II converge as the pressure is reduced. The relative stability of phase-II with increasing pressure can thus be traced to its greater capacity for packing molecules efficiently.
